
Deep Breathing by TherapistAid.com 

(PE 5 - Monday 5/4) 

Deep Breathing: a relaxation technique completed by taking slow, deep breaths. When 
practiced regularly, deep breathing can help you with stress and anxiety.  

How Deep Breathing Works  

When you are stressed or upset your body starts to experience a stress response. Breathing 
becomes short and fast, your heart beats faster and your muscles become tense. The opposite 
of that stress response is the relaxation response. Breathing becomes deeper and slower, and 
the symptoms of anxiety fade away. Deep breathing can help you reach relaxation response.  

Instructions  

Sit back or lie down in a comfortable position. Close your eyes, if you would like to do so. When 
you’re learning, try placing a hand on your stomach. If you breathe deeply enough, you should 
notice it rising and falling with each inhalation and exhalation.  

 

1. Inhale. Breathe in slowly through your nose for 4 seconds.  
2. Pause. Hold the air in your lungs for 4 seconds.  
3. Exhale. Breathe out slowly through your mouth for 6 seconds. 

Tip: Move your lips, as if you are blowing through a straw, to slow your exhalation.  
4.  Repeat. Practice for at least 2 minutes, but preferably 5 to 10 minutes.  

Tips  

• If it isn’t working, slow down! The most common mistake is breathing too fast. Time each step 
in your head, counting slowly as you do so.  
• The times we use for each step are suggestions and can be lengthened or decreased. 
Lengthen the time if it feels natural to do so or decrease the time if you feel discomfort.  
 

Questions 
1. What is stress response? ___________________________________________________ 
2. Do you think it’s a good thing? _______________________________________________ 
3. What is relaxation response? ________________________________________________ 
4. Do you think it’s a good thing? _______________________________________________ 



Yoga  
(PE 5 - Wednesday 5/6) 

Yoga dates back to 5,000 to 1,000 B.C. in India. Yoga can increase flexibility and 
strength. Another benefit is that it can help There are many moves, or styles 

involved in Yoga. Each movement is meant to flow into the next. When you practice 
Yoga, concentrate on your breathing, every time you fold exhale (breath out). 

Every time you stretch out, inhale (breath in).  

The sun salutation (uryanamaskar "Surya" is Sanskrit for sun and "Namaskar" is 
the Hindi word for Namaste, from the root nam, to bow. Namaskar means 

salutation, salute, greeting or praise. It is a great warm up for your whole body. 
Perform this on Wednesday.  

 



This or That PE Log 
(PE 5 - Friday 5/8) 

Pick one exercise from each number and perform it. Write the one you performed in the middle column 
(under the word or). There should be 10 exercises total.  

Look at my example in the gray.  

 This Or 
(Write the one you chose under here) 

That 

0. 15 Russian 
Twists 

 

15 Russian Twists 

20 Heel touches 

1. 10 Burpees  12 Push-ups 
2. 10 Jumping 

Jacks 
 10 X - Jumps 

3. 10 Squats  10 Lunges 
4. 10 Shoulder 

Taps 
 10 Mountain Climbers 

5. 10 Curl-ups  30 second Plank 
6. 10 Sharkies  30 second Superman's 
7. 10 Minute Run  20 Minute walk 
8. 10 Toe taps on a 

curb 
 20 Calf Raises 

9. Spin around in a 
circle 10 times 

 Jump up and down 20 
times 

10. High 5 someone 
in your house 

 Hug someone in your 
house 

 

Answer these questions after you exercise: 

• How do you feel after exercising? __________________________________________________ 
• Which exercise was your favorite? _________________________________________________ 

 



May 4 – May 8, 2020 

AGENDA 

 

ALL ASSIGNMENTS ARE DUE MAY 15TH 

 

 

Monday Explore Sphere’s Sorting cards 
and answer sheet 
Explore-Spheres’ Interaction 
Slides for Class Discussion- 
read the slides 
Take Spheres Interaction 
Cards and complete handout. 
 

Tuesday Elaborate “Chippewa Lake 
Flood”.  Read and answer 
questions. 
Optional: Anchor Chart “Earth 
and Spheres”. 
 

Wednesday Explain: Earths Systems 
Reading Passage No.1. Read 
and answer questions. 
Optional: Anchor Chart “Earth 
and Spheres”. 



Thursday Explain: Earths Systems 
Reading Passage No.2. Read 
and answer questions. 
Optional: Anchor Chart “Earth 
and Spheres”. 

Friday Evaluate: Complete “Water 
Cycle” handout 
Optional: Anchor Chart “Earth 
and Spheres”. 
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EARTH’S SORTING CARDS INSTRUCTIONS AND ANSWER SHEET 

1. Cut out the Earth’s Spheres Sorting Cards.  There are 25 cards. 
2. Sort the cards in the following piles:  Biosphere, Hydrosphere, 

Geosphere, Atmosphere 
3. Write the number on the card and its label below in its correct sphere. 
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Flooding Forces Park Officials To 
Close Chippewa Lake Beach 
POSTED 6:40 PM, JUNE 19, 2019, BY MAIA BELAY MEDINA COUNTY Park District 
clses Chippewa Lake due 
CHIPPEWA LAKE, Ohio -- For the first 
time this year, Chippewa Lake beach 
is closed due to high floodwaters. 

Medina County Park District Director 
Nate Eppink said floodwater is not the 
only concern out at the lake, they are 
also monitoring toxic algal blooms, 
likely made worse by the flood. He 
said because of the flooding, they will 
not be able to test the water until next 
week. 

For some living close by the lakefront, 
the stench of the floodwater is among 
one of many concerns. 

"The algae has been bad in the lake 
particularly, so I'm going to guess that 
it's going to get worse. We probably 
won't be able to use the beach this 
summer," said Resident Denise Kassa. 
Chippewa Lake beach is underwater, 
like many surrounding low lying 
neighborhoods. 

Several streets remain closed even as 
flood waters recede. 

"When I woke up Sunday morning, I 
don't know, it was like somebody 
turned the faucet on the water all the 
way up to here. I'm like 'oh my gosh 
what happened?'," said Judy 
McKnight, whose home flooded. 

Several bags of mulch are stacked in 
front of her garage door, which she 
hopes will act like sandbags for the 
next round of anticipated rain. 

"We have water completely around 
our home" said Resident Bill Lee. 

Lee has lived in Chippewa Lake for 
several years and said he can't 
remember a flood as bad as this one. 

"Most of the lakes in Ohio are man 
made and they have a dam system. 
So, because of that, this lake drains 
very, very slow, which means that 
when we do get heavy rains it comes 
up pretty quick," Lee explained. 
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Instructions:  Read the article.  As you read, underline any sentences 
which show evidence that earth’s spheres are interacting.  Answer 

the following questions. 

1. What evidence did you find showing that the Atmosphere interacted with
the Hydrosphere?  Explain how this interaction occurred below.

2. What evidence did you find showing that the Biosphere and the
Hydrosphere interacted?  (Consider all living things) Explain these
interactions below.

3. What evidence did you find showing that the Biosphere, and Hydrosphere
caused changes in the Geosphere? Explain these interactions below.
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4. Draw a picture below showing what is happening in the article.  In the picture label where (1) The
Hydrosphere interacts with the Atmosphere, (2) The Hydrosphere interacts with the Biosphere, (3) The
Hydrosphere interacts with the Geosphere.

Picture of Chippewa Lake Interactions 
. 



Land
Rocks
Earthquakes
Soil
Rocks
Minerals
Landforms

Air
Winds
Weather
Climate

Rivers
Lakes
Snow
Ice
Soil Moisture
Oceans

Plants
Animals
Fungi
Algae
Coral Reefs
Producers, 
Consumers, & 
Decomposes 
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Earth’s Systems

Looking from space, we can see that earth is a round, 
ball shaped object.  This shape is called a sphere.  This 
is the sphere that we live on.  But Earth is much more 
than a sphere.  Looking closer, we find that there is 
more to our planet than just being a round, ball 
shaped object traveling through space.

Planet Earth is much more than just a sphere by itself.  
There are four other spheres that make up our planet.  
These spheres overlap.  They produce the conditions 
that support all life on our planet.

These four spheres make up earth’s system.  A system is a group of parts that work 
together and interact with each other.  There are four such spheres that work 
together to make life possible on Earth. They are the geosphere, the hydrosphere, 
the atmosphere, and the biosphere.

Let’s look at each of them. 

The Geosphere  

The first one is the geosphere.  The geosphere 
includes everything that makes up the core and the 
crust of our planet.  This includes the rocks and 
minerals, earth’s core and mantle, the crust of the 
earth, and the soil on the crust 
on which we live.  The 
geosphere is the foundation 

that holds everything else on the planet. 

The geosphere contains all the mountains, valleys, rocks 
and sand that form dry land and the beds of the oceans.  
They also include minerals, lava and molten rocks inside 
the earth. The soil on the crust of the Earth is also part of the geosphere. 

Earth seen from Space

Mountains are part of the 
Geosphere
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The Hydrosphere 
The next major sphere to make up the earth’s system is the hydrosphere. The 

hydrosphere includes all the water on Earth, in all 
its forms.   This includes solid ice, liquid water and 
gaseous water vapor.  It includes oceans, rivers 
and seas, lakes, and ice sheets, as well as salt 
water and fresh water.

It also includes moisture found in the air and soil,
and in the groundwater found deep beneath the 
surface of he Earth.  Without water, life on Earth 
could not exist. 

 

The hydrosphere includes salt water and fresh 
water.  The hydrosphere is constantly in motion.  The 
water cycle shows how water moves from oceans 
and lakes onto land and how it flows back to the 
oceans and lakes

 

 

Most of the Hydrosphere is in the 
oceans

Water Cycle
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The Atmosphere
The next major earth system is the atmosphere. The atmosphere is made up of all 
the gasses that surround the Earth.  Earth’s gravity is what keeps 
our atmosphere tightly around our planet.  The atmosphere 
performs many functions.  First, it contains the oxygen we need 
to breathe.  It absorbs water from the hydrosphere and 

redistributes it around the world as rain 
and snow.  The atmosphere also shields us 
from harmful radiation from the sun and 
from space.  

The atmosphere also is where our weather 
is produced as well as the climate that we 
experience.  

The Biosphere 
The fourth major earth system is the biosphere. The 
biosphere includes all living things.  This includes plants, 
animals, insects, microorganisms, fish, and humans.  We 
are part of the biosphere.  The biosphere is totally 
dependent on all the other spheres for its existence.  It 
uses the air from the atmosphere, the water from the 
hydrosphere and the rocks and soil from the geosphere.  

Earth's atmosphere 
shields us from harmful 
radiation from space

The biosphere contains all living 
things

One-celled plants and animals are 
part of the biosphere

Weather happens in 
the atmosphere
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Questions on Earth’s Systems 

 

 Name the four major spheres that make up Earth’s Systems and tell what 
they include.  

_______________________Includes ___________________________________ 

 

_______________________ Includes ___________________________________  

 

_______________________ Includes ___________________________________   

 

_______________________ Includes ___________________________________  

 

In which sphere would the following belong? 

1. Mount Everest  ___________________________________   
 

2.  The Atlantic Ocean ___________________________________ 
 

3.  A robin   ___________________________________ 
 

4.  The oxygen we breathe ___________________________________ 
 

5.  The Nile River  ___________________________________   
 

6. The Grand Canyon ____________________________________ 
 

7.  An Eagle   ____________________________________   
 

8.  An Iceberg   _____________________________________ 
 

9.  People   _____________________________________  
 

10.  A volcano                         _____________________________________  
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Earth’s Systems Interactions

Earth’s spheres are not independent. They interact with each other. Interact
means that they affect each other in some way.  

The interactions of these spheres make life possible here on earth.  

The four spheres constantly interact and affect each other.  These interactions 
transfer energy and matter between the spheres. Here are some examples of 
those interactions.

Hydrosphere and Geosphere
One example is when water in a river (hydrosphere) flows 
and erodes rocks (geosphere) to make a channel.

The flowing water has energy.  The rocks force the water 
in a certain direction.  But, the energy of the flowing water 
slowly erodes the rocks. Erode means that it wears them 
away.  The water then carries the matter from the rocks 
and drops it down stream.

Atmosphere and Biosphere
Like water creating a canyon, some energy and matter 
transfers take place over millions of years.  Other 
interactions can happen quickly.

One example of a rapid transfer of energy between 
spheres is when a tornado (atmosphere) impacts a 

town affecting property and 
people(biosphere).  

The River has eroded a deep 
channel through the rocks

Tornados occur in the 
atmosphere

Tornados can be very destructive
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Atmosphere and Biosphere
Although you can’t see the atmosphere, 
it is very important to the biosphere.  
Living things(biosphere) breathe the air 
of the atmosphere.  They use the 
oxygen.  Then they breathe out carbon 
dioxide.  Plants(biosphere) take the 
carbon dioxide. Plants use it to make 
their food. The plants then give off 
oxygen which other animals breathe.  
This is only one way the atmosphere 
interacts and exchanges energy and 
matter with the biosphere.  

The 
atmosphere also carries water from the 
hydrosphere.  It spreads the water over land in 
the form of rain and snow.

This gives plants and animals the water they need 
to live.

Birds Flying in the Atmosphere

Rain Storm

Snow Storm
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Biosphere and Geosphere
The biosphere interacts with the geosphere in 
many ways.  People (biosphere) obtain fuels 
for energy and materials for building from the 
geosphere.  

The geosphere has been providing building 
materials for thousands of years.  It also 
provides the gravity that holds the other three 
spheres on its surface.  The geosphere also 
provides shelter for animals which burrow in 
the ground to make their dens.  

 

The Geosphere provides fuel for energy

Prairie Dog Burrow
Egyptian Pyramids and the 
Sphinx
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Questions on Earth’s Systems Interactions 
 

Answer the following questions on Earth’s systems interactions 

 

1.  A tornado hits a farm and destroys the farmer’s barn.  

What systems are interacting?  

 

 

Explain how they are interacting. 

 

 

 

 

 

2.   Heavy rains cause a mudslide  
 

What systems are interacting? 

 

 

 

Explain how they are interacting. 
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3.    A person water skies on a lake 

What systems are interacting? 

 

 

 

 

Explain how they are interacting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.  Bears catching fish in a river. 

What systems are interacting here? 

 

 

 

 

 

 Explain how they are interacting. 
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5.  Oil platform at Sea 

What systems are interacting? 

    
 
 
 
 

Explain how they are interacting. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6.  Wind Eroded Rock Formation 
 
What systems are interacting? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Explain how they are interacting. 
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7.  People rafting down a river 

What Systems are interacting? 

 

 

 

Explain how they are interacting.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

8.  Volcano Eruption  

What systems are interacting? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Explain how they are interacting.   
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9.  Flooding 

What systems are interacting?  

 

 

 

 

 

Explain how they are interacting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10.  Avalanche wipes out forest. 
 
What systems are interacting? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Explain how they are interacting.   
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Your science teacher has asked you to apply what you know about the Earth’s Systems (Geosphere, 
Biosphere, Hydrosphere, and Atmosphere) to the steps in the Water Cycle.

Look at the picture below and use your Earth’s Systems handout to answer the following questions.
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1. In Step 1, Evaporation, Energy from the sun makes water go from the ocean and lakes into the air. 
Do you see evidence of any of Earth’s spheres interacting in this step?  Explain your answer. 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 

2. In Step 2, Condensation, air currents carry the water up where it forms clouds.  Wind carries the 
clouds over the land. 

Do you see evidence of any of Earth’s spheres interacting in this step?  Explain your answer. 
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3. In Step 3, Precipitation, Water in the clouds falls to the ground in the form of rain or snow. 
Do you see evidence of any of Earth’s spheres interacting in this step?  Explain your answer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
4. In Step 4, Transpiration, the water absorbed by the plants from the ground, leaves the plants and 

goes into the air. 
 Do you see evidence of any of Earth’s spheres interacting in this step?  Explain your answer. 
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5. In Step 5, Runoff, rain falls down the mountains onto the land and ends up in rivers and oceans. 
Do you see evidence of any of Earth’s spheres interacting in this step?  Explain your answer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Cut out the pictures below and create your own model of the water cycle, put a box next to each 
step and label which Earth’s spheres are interacting in that step. 
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Directions

• The first four pages 

gives you directions on 

how to find the area 

and volume for 

different shapes. 

• Page 6 gives you 

directions on your first 

assignment. Complete 

this assignment on 

5/4/20

• Page 19 are formulas to

help you solve the

problems quickly

• Page 20 is your 

practice problems for 

5/6/20.

• Page 21 is your 

assignment for 5/6/20.



Surface Area
The sum of the areas of each 

face on a 3-D figure
• To find surface area, 

add the area of each 

face together

• Front-2 X 5 = 10

• Back-2 X 5 = 10

• Top-2 X 3 = 6

• Bottom-2 X 3 = 6

• Left-3 X 5 = 15

• Right- 3 X 15 = 15

• Sum= 62 square units

2

3

5



Area

• Use the formula to find area!

• Triangle=base X height ÷ 2 

• Rectangle= length  X width

• Parallelogram = base X height

• Trapezoid = (base1 + base 2) ÷2 X height

• Circle = π X radius2

• The square units of measure 
inside an object



Volume
The amount of space an 

object occupies 

measured in cubic units

• Volume=base area X height

• V= 6 X 3 X 4

• V= 72 cubic units

6

3

4



Perimeter
The distance around an 

object or polygon

• To find perimeter add 

all the sides together

• P=10 + 12 + 12 

• P=34 units

10

12
12



Directions
• Get a piece of notebook paper, write your name 

on top.

• On your notebook paper, number 1 to 15

• Determine if each situation is perimeter (P). Area 

(A), Surface Area (SA) or Volume (V)

• Write the abbreviation beside each number.



1. wrapping paper on a gift box



2. Label on a can of food



3. how much paper to cover the  bulletin board



4. how much rice will fill a bowl



5. how much paint is needed to paint 

the walls of room



6. how many tiles to cover the bathroom 

floor



7. fencing around a garden



8. the amount of toys that will fit in a toy 

box



9. how much cardboard to make a box



10. how much fabric to make a pillow



11. how much wood to make a picture 

frame 



12.  how much stuffing to fill a pillow











 

 

 

 

 

5th Grade English 

May 4 – May 8, 2020 

 

Student Name: 

 

_________________ 

  



English Instructions 
Monday  

1. Read Ch. 8, “Sae Young”. 

3. Highlight unknown words in pink and find the definition of the word on 
https://kids.britannica.com/kids/browse/dictionary and write the definition on the side of 
the page.   

Tuesday 

1. Reread Chapter 8 “Sae Young”. 

2. Annotate: In the text of Ch. 8, “Sae Young”, highlight examples of figurative language 
in blue. Identify the kind of figurative language being used in the example in green.   

 Wednesday 

1. Identify five kinds of figurative language and give an example of each.  

Thursday  

1. Theme: Review the anchor charts about THEME. 

2. Videos: Watch the videos about THEME 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RecVd-6g-IY&t=35s 

3. Reading Notes: Answer the three questions in the Reading Notes about THEME 

4. Read Ch. 9, “Curtis”. Highlight unknown words in pink (at least 5), find the definition 
of the word (https://kids.britannica.com/kids/browse/dictionary) and write the definition on 
the side of the page. 

Friday 

1. Read: Reread Ch. 9, “Curtis” 

2. Observe the “THEME” annotations made in paragraphs 1-3 of Ch. 9, “Curtis” 

3. Annotate: Highlight evidence of THEME blue. Write a claim about the THEME of the 
chapter in green. 

*If you have questions about the assignments you can email or 
message your teacher any time, or check-in on Teams during office 
hours, 10:00 a.m – 11:00 a.m., Monday through Friday.* 

 



Figurative Language Anchor Chart 

  



Figurative Language Annotations – Sae Young 

 
Directions: 
1. Read Chapter 8, “Sae Young”. 
2. Highlight examples of FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE in blue.   
3. Next to the highlighted example of FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE, identify the kind 
of figurative language used in green.   
 

 

 CHAPTER 8: Sae Young 

 
1. Always many people in my house when I was young. Five sisters. Many friends. I always like being 

with people. Then I leave Korea with my husband to come to America, for work. We buy dry 
cleaning shop, live next block. Dry cleaning shop better than restaurant. Don’t have to speak English 
too much and only work six days. We work together, seven until seven. At night I sew alternations. 
We save all for children’s college, so they can have easier life. But no children come. Very many 
years we hope, but still alone. Then my husband die. Heart attack. Thirty-sever years old. Now all 
alone, except for friends. I hire woman to work in shop. One afternoon when she gone, a man walk 
into shop with coat to clean. Under coat he has gun. He take out money, then push me down. He 
yelling at me. Very bad words. Then he kick me. Break cheekbone. Then he kick me again, head hit 
hard against wall and I go to sleep.  
  
2. When I wake up, I no more like to be with people, like before. Afraid of everyone, all the time. I 
don’t leave apartment for two months. Neighbor buys food for me at store. I don’t open door if 
someone knocks, even friends-only for food. Afraid to walk on sidewalk with people. I hire Korean 
man to run dry cleaning shop. I ever go in. That happen two years ago. Very slowly, I get better. I go 
to store and by my food, but very fast. Then not so fast. Very lonely, but still afraid. Then I pass by 
garden.  
  
3. Vietnamese girl was working there, picking beautiful lima beans. A man and a woman on other 
side, talking over row of corn. Hear man say his wife give him hoe for birthday. I want to be with 
people again. Next day I go back and dig small garden. Nobody talk to me that day. But just be near 
people, nice people, feel good, like next to fire in winter.   
  
4. Very hot and humid in July. Most people come early in evening, after work, when air is cool. 
People watering and pulling weeds. Even if don’t talk to anyone, sound of people working almost 
like conversation, all around. People visit friends. I listen to voices. Feel very safe. Then man walk 
over and ask about peppers. I grow hot peppers, like in Korea. First time that someone talk to me. I 
was so glad, have trouble talking.   
  
5. That man named Sam. He’s American man and talk to everyone. Very smart. When people all the 
time complain about carrying water, he start contest. He said how adults couldn’t solve problem, let 
children try. He say he give twenty dollars to child under twelve who has best idea. He write this on 



paper and nail paper to post close to sidewalk.  
  
6. One week to contest. Kids out of school, walk around, see paper, tell friends. On Saturday, 
everyone bring plans. Sam has wooden box, let each one stand on it and tell idea. One girl live in 
apartment by garden. She say she’ll open window, people give her containers, she’ll fill them with 
water. Then mother interrupt, say water bill too much. Boy say use water from fire hydrant. Another 
say run hose from Lake Erie. Many ideas. Sam explain how much money each one cost. Then little 
black girl say to let rain from spouts go into garbage cans. Everyone look. Three different spouts on 
walls of building around garden. Just have to take off bottom part of spout. Sam give girl twenty 
dollars. Everyone clap. Other people give money to buy garbage cans.   
  
7. Next day, thunderstorm. Cans almost full. Little girl there, very proud. Someone bring three old 
pots to scoop water out of cans. Hard to pour into narrow containers. I quick go to store. Buy three 
funnels to make much easier filling containers. I put one by each garbage can. That day I see man 
use my funnel. Then woman. Then many people. Feel very glad inside. Feel part of garden. Almost 
like family.   

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Annotating Guide:   

Color Coding   

  

1. Highlight unknown words in pink—   

 
  

o Look up the word in the dictionary and 
leave a comment to explain what the word 
means. https://kids.britannica.com/kids/brows
e/dictionary   
o Add a comment by double clicking in 
margins (blank space to the right of the text) 
a comment box will appear.   

 



  
o Type in your comment, it will automatically save  

  

2. Claim: Write the claim at the top of 
the reading passage in green.  
 

  
  

  

3. Evidence: Highlight evidence for your claim 
in blue.   

 

 

 

 



Figurative Language 
 

In the worksheet below, identify five different kinds of figurative language. Then 
write an example of each kind of figurative language You may use the anchor 
chart to help you identify the types of figurative language, but you must come up 
with your own examples. 
 
 
1. Figurative Language Type: _________________________ 
 
Example: ___________________________________________________________ 
 
 
2. Figurative Language Type: _________________________ 
 
Example: ___________________________________________________________ 
 
3. Figurative Language Type: _________________________ 
 
Example: ___________________________________________________________ 
 
4. Figurative Language Type: _________________________ 
 
Example: ___________________________________________________________ 
 
 
5. Figurative Language Type: _________________________ 
 
Example: ___________________________________________________________ 
 

 
 
 
 



Theme Anchor Chart 

 
 

 



 

 

 

 



Theme Worksheet and Annotations 
What is theme?   
   
 
 
 
 
What is the importance of theme in a narrative?   
 
 
 
 
 
   
How do we find theme in a narrative? 
 
 
 
   
  
Teacher Example: Curtis paragraphs 1-3  
Claim: In green, write a claim about what you think is the theme of the story. 
Claim: I think the theme of this story is you don’t know what you’ve got until it’s gone.  
 
Evidence (blue): Provide evidence from the text by quoting the part you read that proves this is 
the theme.  
For example, “ ” ().  
 
But that was before Lateesha cut me loose. 
You don’t know what you got till it’s gone 
she’s still single. Same third-floor apartment. But when I came up to her on the street, she turned her 
back. Wouldn’t let me explain. 
 
Student Practice: Curtis paragraphs 4-11  
Claim: In green, write a claim about what you think is the theme of the story. 
 
 
 
   
Evidence (blue): Provide evidence from the text by quoting the part you read that proves this is 
the theme.  
For example, “ ” ().  
 
 
 
 



Ch. 9 “Curtis” 
 
1. Deltoids-awesome. Pecs-check ‘em out. Quads-now playing on a body near you. Can’t help being born 
with this body, or living three doors down form Kapp’s gym. Can’t stop people calling me Atlas or Ceps. 
That’s short for Biceps R Us. Actually, I started that name. But that was before Lateesha cut me loose. 
We had us a real nice thing going. She was a few years older than me, always talking about having a 
family, living in a house in the country, like her aunt’s place in Michigan. I wasn’t really listening too 
hard. I was twenty-three. With this body, I had other girls hanging on me at the time. Some of ‘em I just 
couldn’t brush off. When Lateesha found out, she slammed the door in my face so hard the paint 
cracked.   
  
2. You don’t know what you got till it’s gone. All that was five years ago. I’ve caught up with her now. 
Done fooling around. She was looking for a husband, and now I’m looking for a wife.   
  
3. I moved back form Cincinnati in May and ran into her brother the first day. Said she’s still single. Same 
third-floor apartment. But when I came up to her on the street, she turned her back. Wouldn’t let me 
explain. Twice it happened. No chance for words. So I decided to give her some deeds instead.   
4. She lives straight across the street from the garden. I staked out a spot right by the sidewalk, where 
she could look down and see it. Then I came home with six little tomato plants in plastic containers. She 
had a serious thing for tomatoes. She’d put a monster slice on a piece of bread and call it a sandwich. 
She’d even bite into ‘em, just like apple. Always talking about eating ‘em out of her aunt’s garden when 
she was a kid and how she wanted to grow ‘em someday. She probably thought I forgot all that. I 
planted ’em right there in front of her eyes, to show her I hadn’t, that I was waiting for her.   
  
5. I got the biggest - beefsteak tomatoes. I could see ‘em in my mind, bright as traffic lights, flashing at 
her across the street. I’d never grown anything before. I got into it. Every day something new. The first 
flower bud. Then those first yellow flowers. Then the tomatoes growing right behind ‘em. This old man 
with no teeth and a straw hat showed me how to tie the plants up to stakes. Then someone else told me 
all their diseases. That got me worrying. What if all my plants started wilting? Or caught blight and died? 
That wasn’t any message I’d want her to see.   
  
6. I started coming straight from work to check ‘em. I noticed every hole in every leaf. I picked off bugs, 
pulled out weeds, and I gave ‘em lots of that fertilizer called Tomato Food, like somebody told me. From 
little green marbles, those tomatoes started growing. Then they started getting orange. Then they went 
to red. I kept looking up at Lateesha’s window, wanting her to see it too. The only faces looking back 
were the drunks that hang out under her place. That liquor store’s all boarded up, but they still suck on 
their bottles there anyway. They liked to call me “field slave” and “share-cropper.” Ask how Massa’s 
crops is doing. I could have banged their heads together and shut ‘em up, but I didn’t. That was part of 
the point of the tomatoes. I was showing Lateesha that just cause I got muscles don’t mean I’m some 
jungle beast. I stopped working out and stopped going out with no shirt, no matter how hot it was. 
When some chicks would be walking by and see me there and say “Looking fine,” I knew they meant me 
but I’d point to my biggest tomato and say back “Sure is.” My homies all laughed to see me out there. 
Stopped calling me Ceps. Started in calling me Tomato. I just smiled.   
  
7. Those tomatoes got big as billiard balls. One day when I checked ‘em, my biggest one, the one I’d 
been watching closest, was gone. The next day, another one gone. It wasn’t insects that took ‘em. I was 
mad. They weren’t even all the way ripe yet. My plants were right there by the sidewalk. I put chicken 



wire around ‘em, and even on top, but people could still reach in if they tried. I couldn’t guard ‘em day 
and night. Then Royce showed up, just in time.  
8. You drop bread on the ground and birds come out of nowhere. Same with that garden. People just 
appeared, people you didn’t know were there. Royce was like that. Except that he didn’t want nobody 
knowing he was there. One of the gardeners saw that her pile of grass clippings was all spread out. Had 
a sort of human print in it. He’d been sleeping there nights and leaving early. One morning he slept late. 
I’m the one who found him. He was fifteen, black, built big – looked like I did. His face was banged up. 
Said his father did it and threw him out. He didn’t want to go back. I bought him breakfast and we made 
us a deal.   
  
9. I found him a place closer to my tomatoes but hidden by somebody’s corn, so the cops wouldn’t see 
him sacked out. I bought him a brand new sleeping bag. I gave him money for food that week. Then I 
picked up a pitchfork for three dollars at a junk shop. His part of the deal was that if he saw or heard 
anyone mess with my tomatoes, he’d come at ‘em full speed, holding the pitchfork.   
  
10. That was my best shot protecting ‘em at night. For daytime, when Royce was gone, I painted a sign 
that said “Lateesha’s Tomates.” It was big. I put it right there in front of the plants, facing the sidewalk. If 
people know something belongs to a person instead of the city or the U.S government they’re more 
likely to leave it be.  
  
11. When I’d pounded it in, I filled up my water can. Walking back, I looked up at her window. As still as 
a cat, behind that lace curtain, there was her face, staring down at the sign.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



Deep Breathing by TherapistAid.com 

(PE 5 - Monday 5/4) 

Deep Breathing: a relaxation technique completed by taking slow, deep breaths. When 
practiced regularly, deep breathing can help you with stress and anxiety.  

How Deep Breathing Works  

When you are stressed or upset your body starts to experience a stress response. Breathing 
becomes short and fast, your heart beats faster and your muscles become tense. The opposite 
of that stress response is the relaxation response. Breathing becomes deeper and slower, and 
the symptoms of anxiety fade away. Deep breathing can help you reach relaxation response.  

Instructions  

Sit back or lie down in a comfortable position. Close your eyes, if you would like to do so. When 
you’re learning, try placing a hand on your stomach. If you breathe deeply enough, you should 
notice it rising and falling with each inhalation and exhalation.  

 

1. Inhale. Breathe in slowly through your nose for 4 seconds.  
2. Pause. Hold the air in your lungs for 4 seconds.  
3. Exhale. Breathe out slowly through your mouth for 6 seconds. 

Tip: Move your lips, as if you are blowing through a straw, to slow your exhalation.  
4.  Repeat. Practice for at least 2 minutes, but preferably 5 to 10 minutes.  

Tips  

• If it isn’t working, slow down! The most common mistake is breathing too fast. Time each step 
in your head, counting slowly as you do so.  
• The times we use for each step are suggestions and can be lengthened or decreased. 
Lengthen the time if it feels natural to do so or decrease the time if you feel discomfort.  
 

Questions 
1. What is stress response? ___________________________________________________ 
2. Do you think it’s a good thing? _______________________________________________ 
3. What is relaxation response? ________________________________________________ 
4. Do you think it’s a good thing? _______________________________________________ 



Yoga  
(PE 5 - Wednesday 5/6) 

Yoga dates back to 5,000 to 1,000 B.C. in India. Yoga can increase flexibility and 
strength. Another benefit is that it can help There are many moves, or styles 

involved in Yoga. Each movement is meant to flow into the next. When you practice 
Yoga, concentrate on your breathing, every time you fold exhale (breath out). 

Every time you stretch out, inhale (breath in).  

The sun salutation (uryanamaskar "Surya" is Sanskrit for sun and "Namaskar" is 
the Hindi word for Namaste, from the root nam, to bow. Namaskar means 

salutation, salute, greeting or praise. It is a great warm up for your whole body. 
Perform this on Wednesday.  

 



This or That PE Log 
(PE 5 - Friday 5/8) 

Pick one exercise from each number and perform it. Write the one you performed in the middle column 
(under the word or). There should be 10 exercises total.  

Look at my example in the gray.  

 This Or 
(Write the one you chose under here) 

That 

0. 15 Russian 
Twists 

 

15 Russian Twists 

20 Heel touches 

1. 10 Burpees  12 Push-ups 
2. 10 Jumping 

Jacks 
 10 X - Jumps 

3. 10 Squats  10 Lunges 
4. 10 Shoulder 

Taps 
 10 Mountain Climbers 

5. 10 Curl-ups  30 second Plank 
6. 10 Sharkies  30 second Superman's 
7. 10 Minute Run  20 Minute walk 
8. 10 Toe taps on a 

curb 
 20 Calf Raises 

9. Spin around in a 
circle 10 times 

 Jump up and down 20 
times 

10. High 5 someone 
in your house 

 Hug someone in your 
house 

 

Answer these questions after you exercise: 

• How do you feel after exercising? __________________________________________________ 
• Which exercise was your favorite? _________________________________________________ 

 



 

 

 

5th Grade Social Studies 

May 4 – May 8, 2020 

 

Student Name: 

 

_________________  



Social Studies Instructions 
 

Monday - Tuesday 

1. If you can, watch the following videos: 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JcI16BnXIl0https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y2fjk
NgQJTA 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tYFLEZ3SkFE 

2. Read the article “Lesson Three – The Sugar Act”. 

3. Highlight any words you don’t know and find the definition on 
https://kids.britannica.com/kids/browse/dictionary. Write the definition in the margin (side) of 
the text. 

4. Reread the article “Lesson Three – The Sugar Act”. 

5. Complete the “Lesson Three – The Sugar Act” foldable. [Example included] 

Wednesday – Thursday 

1. If you can, watch the following videos: 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mivLguvRF7Y&t=21shttps://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=vjmAtqnEwCY 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YjObnYk6AVY 

2. Read the article “Lesson Four – The Stamp Act”. 

3. Highlight any words you don’t know and find the definition on 
https://kids.britannica.com/kids/browse/dictionary. Write the definition in the margin (side) of 
the text. 

4. Reread the article “Lesson Four – The Stamp Act”. 

5. Complete the “Lesson Four – The Stamp Act” text-based questions. 

Friday 

1. Complete the “Inference in History” activity.  

 

*If you have questions about the assignments you can email your teacher or check-in on 
Teams during office hours, 10:00 a.m – 12:00 p.m., Monday through Friday.* 



Lesson Three 

The Sugar Act 

 

  
 
  

Lesson Three – The Sugar Act 
  
In 1764 the British Parliament passed the Sugar Act. This was a British law meant to 
raise money in the American Colonies. When this law began, England started to tax the 
colonists three pence per pound of sugar. Three pence was not much money at all, 
however, this new tax greatly angered the colonists.  
  
The Sugar Act was the first direct tax that Parliament imposed on the American 
Colonies. England’s debt had grown considerably during the French and Indian War. 
Many in England argued that it was only fair that the colonists help pay for the French 
and Indian War because it was fought to protect colonial borders.   
  
While the colonists were not particularly happy about paying the extra three pence per 
pound tax, they were more upset about the larger issue. There was no representation 
for the colonies in the British Parliament. The colonists argued that Parliament passed 
laws to tax them without giving them a voice or vote in Parliament. “No Taxation 
Without Representation” was a new phrase heard throughout the colonies.  
© Jennifer Bazzit   



 

 



The Sugar Act Foldable Example 

 
 



Lesson Four 
The Stamp Act 

  
One penny stamp used in the Stamp Act  

After the French and Indian War, England sent troops to remain in the colonies to 
defend against attacks by the Native Americans and to prevent the French from trying 
to reclaim the land they had lost. Many people in England believed that the colonists 
should pay to help support these troops. After all, they were there to help the colonists. 
To support these troops, the British Parliament passed the Stamp Act in 1765.  
  
The Stamp Act required that a stamp purchased from the British government be placed 
on all important documents, such as court papers, almanacs, pamphlets, newspapers, 
and even playing cards. This special stamp showed that the tax had been paid on the 
paper item.  
  
The Stamp Act caused anger and resentment among the colonists. First, the colonists 
were outraged that the British troops were stationed in the colonies at all AND that they 
had to pay for their upkeep. Second, colonists felt it was unfair to tax them when they 
had no representation in Parliament.   
  
Representatives from the nine colonies met in New York City in 1765 in a meeting called 
The Stamp Act Congress. They declared that the colonies should not be taxed by 
Parliament. The only taxation they would accept would have to come from the 
assemblies elected by the colonists themselves. Ships arriving from England carrying the 
stamps were met by mobs who destroyed the stamps. Some ship captains were forced 
to return to England with the stamps.   
  
The resistance of the colonists to use the stamps caused many businesses to be unable 
to operate. Parliament repealed the Stamp Act in March of 1766.   
  
© Jennifer Bazzit   



Lesson Four – The  Stamp Act 

  



Inference in History 

 
*A primary source is information that comes from someone who participated in an event or saw the 
event take place with their own eyes.* 

 

What do you notice about this primary source? How do you think this primary source relates to the 
Stamp Act? 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


